
 
 

Practical Products Co. Woodworking, Laminate, Solid Surface, & Flooring Hand & Power Tools 

 
 

BENCH BRUSH   Keep work areas free of sawdust and chips that can contaminate fresh glue 
surfaces and applicators and that can mar finished surfaces.  Also used for final dusting of finished 
tops, cabinets, and other products prior to final polishing and delivery.  Static-free natural horsehair 
bristles do the most thorough and gentle job.  Bristles are 2 1/2" long, overall length is 12”.           
             Cat. No. BR-8H,    Wt 10 oz,   12 pcs/box 
             
 
J-ROLLER   Handiest roller of all.  The 3" rubber roller is soft enough to avoid marring but firm 
enough to smooth out all covering materials, and is conductive enough to prevent static build up.  Up 
to 50 lb per square inch can be applied to assure thorough bonding of the adhesive layer.  Since 
there are no axle protrusions on the open end, you can roll close to uprights without danger of 
marring.  Light weight with Comfort Grip handle, it is easy to use and to carry.       
            Cat. No. JR-78C,   Length 13",   Wt 10 oz,   24/ctn 

 
 
CURVED FRAME J-ROLLER   This heftier version J-Roller is 14 1/2" long.  The curved steel frame 
provides left-hand clearance and permits the application of greater pressure which water-based 
contact adhesives usually require.  Two heavy non-slip vinyl hand grips provide firm control.   
Grips DO NOT SLIP. 
          Cat. No. JR-300,   Length 15",   Wt 1.5 lb,   12/ctn 
 
 

  
EXTENSION ROLLER   Three 2 1/4" resilient rollers let you cover a lot of territory in a hurry, be it 
decorative laminate, vinyl, or other adhesive-applied coverings.  A favorite for decorative laminates, 
carpet, floor tile, and other resilient coverings.  With the preferred loop handle grip at the roller 
section, heavy pressure can be applied right where it is needed - at the rollers.  The twist-lock 
handle quickly adjusts from 18" to 27". 
        Cat. No. ER-333,   Closed Length 18",   Wt 3 lb       
        Cat. No. ER-333RP,   Replacement 3-Roller Set with Axle 

 
 

 
 
 SEAM ROLLERS   These steel rollers apply leveling pressure to seams in decorative laminates, 
resilient flooring, and carpet so that the edges are pressed evenly and firmly in place.  This provides 
the best seam appearance and assures bonding to prevent future lifting of edges.  Also can be used 
to roll out blisters or air pockets.  They have 9" hardwood handles, except  SE-348S and SE-349S 
which have 6” handles.   The bearing-mounted rollers are plated for stain and rust resistance and to 
prevent marring of surfaces.  Open ended for close areas. 

Cat. No. SE-348,     Both Edges Square,   Handle Length 9”, Overall Length  12",     Wt  2 ¼ lb 
        Cat. No. SE-349R,  One Round Edge,       Handle Length 9”, Overall  Length 12",     Wt  2 ¼ lb 
        Cat. No. SE-348S,  Both Edges Square,    Handle Length 6”, Overall Length    9”,     Wt  2 lb 
        Cat. No. SE-349S,  One Round Edge,       Handle Length 6”, Overall Length    9”,      Wt  2 lb 

 
 
 
 

 
SQUEEZE ROLLER   This lever action roller puts pressure on laminate edges to seal them down 
tight to the substrate.  Very useful for correcting the occasional edge-lift problem.  The tip roller 
rides on the underside and the mid roller rides on the upper side to put handle pressure on the 
edge.  The rollers are non-marring firm plastic.  

      Cat. No. SR-79,   Length 12",   Wt 10 oz 
                            
 
 
 
 
CRAIN HEAVY STEEL ROLLERS   These long handle steel rollers are for rolling vinyl flooring.  The steel rollers are 
zinc plated to prevent rust and have smooth surfaces and rounded corners to protect flooring materials from 
indentations.  Each roller section floats independently on the axle to compensate for subfloor irregularities.  The end 
rollers are free of protrusions to prevent wall scuffing.  The handle is detachable for easy carrying and storage.  
Available in 75 lb and 100 lb weight, and both come with an included protective wheelie case. 
 
          Cat. No. RO-075,    75 lb Weight, 4 ½” Dia.,  16” Wide,  38” Length 
          Cat. No. RO-076,  100 lb Weight, 5 ½” Dia.,  16” Wide,  38” Length 
 
          Cat. No.RO-074, Replacement Roller Wheeled Case,  Wt 8 lb 
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